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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara SuperValu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór.
Welcome to the 2022 SuperValu TidyTowns competition. Thank you for your entry and keep up the great work. 

Welcome back to the competition after a break last year, we are always delighted to welcome back centres that 
have a rich history of participation. In the interim period Aughrim has not been idle. Your committee is the largest to 
date at 29 & being able to draw on up to 50 volunteers allows you to make the impossible possible. It is a fantastic 
reflection on Aughrim that so many residents are willing to get their sleeves rolled up for their home place. 

Your engagement with local agencies & business organizations is critical to availing of advice, resources & funding 
sources. It is incumbent on local businesses to involve themselves in the community as you are their customer 
base. You are indeed most fortunate to have the assistance of 10 community employment participants & many 
communities will envy you.

We note you have requested assistance in your newsletter re updating the www.aughrim.ie website. Indeed some of 
the information contained within is now out of date. When searching for your Facebook page, a number of options 
appeared & it took time to locate your current page. Please do reference the page url in future submissions.

It is wonderful to hear the Tidy Towns is imbedded within the local primary school. It is clear from the flag flying they 
are involved in the Green Schools program -  what flags have they achieved to date & which flags they are working 
towards. Do check out if any of your local secondary school students are working towards their Gaisce awards next 
year as they may be able to assist you on some of your projects from both a technology & design side.

It was poignant to see two local people remembered by the community, Michael Fogarty with a plaque at the lake 
(some landscaping with perennials/shrubs would brighten this corner) & Jim O’Brien with the walk, Jim’s Way.
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Aughrim has unique architectural bones & the preponderance of granite creates a distinctive streetscape. The listed 
buildings like Market House and the Forge offer the visitor a glimpse into Aughrim’s past. Any visitor would do well 
to consult the long list for Aughrim in the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage. It is encouraging to see so 
many of the former estate workers houses & terraces remaining with the granite facades unadorned. Ardee Row 
dating from 1893 has a collective charm that cannot be recreated with today’s modern terraces. The 1798 Rebellion 
Monument occupies a prominent position in the village & the area around was looking well with flower filled stone 
troughs. The Meath Arms Hotel with its heritage colours compliments the area & was presented to a high standard. 
Market Square House occupies a prominent location & again was well presented. Aughrim Bridge is quite the 
entrance into the village & was resplendent with hanging baskets in full bloom. A meeting with the local Heritage 
Officer may provide you with additional resources & advice in this area e.g. a Heritage Trail similar to the one 
Wicklow Town has created & are building upon annually.

Like many rural villages & towns Aughrim has vacant commercial units & unoccupied residences. It is to your credit 
that the exterior of the vast majority are clean & tidy. The insertion of Christmas images on vacant building windows 
certainly improves the vista if a little unusual in summer. The closure of Lawless Hotel is a blow to the village & it is 
clear it is falling into disrepair as seen on adjudication day. You might keep us updated on any developments & also 
on other buildings where there are plans for reuse or redevelopment.

How truly remarkable that the cobbled drains were retained as seen on Jim’s Way. 

It was truly a lovely stroll about the village taking in all the character & ambiance.
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troughs. The Meath Arms Hotel with its heritage colours compliments the area & was presented to a high standard. 
Market Square House occupies a prominent location & again was well presented. Aughrim Bridge is quite the 
entrance into the village & was resplendent with hanging baskets in full bloom. A meeting with the local Heritage 
Officer may provide you with additional resources & advice in this area e.g. a Heritage Trail similar to the one 
Wicklow Town has created & are building upon annually.

Like many rural villages & towns Aughrim has vacant commercial units & unoccupied residences. It is to your credit 
that the exterior of the vast majority are clean & tidy. The insertion of Christmas images on vacant building windows 
certainly improves the vista if a little unusual in summer. The closure of Lawless Hotel is a blow to the village & it is 
clear it is falling into disrepair as seen on adjudication day. You might keep us updated on any developments & also 
on other buildings where there are plans for reuse or redevelopment.

How truly remarkable that the cobbled drains were retained as seen on Jim’s Way. 

It was truly a lovely stroll about the village taking in all the character & ambiance.

There was a preponderance of hanging baskets, window boxes & stone planters in full bloom throughout the village 
on adjudication day. Are any of these self-watering or do they all require hand watering? There is a lot of 
maintenance involved. It would be worth carrying out a survey of the location of each & determining if any could be 
placed within a green area in a flowerbed or mounded bank. The raised bed of lavender at Market Square House is 
simply stunning & compliments & softens the grey exterior.

To have a lake, pavilion & bowling green within a village is remarkable. On adjudication day, the lake had a number 
of anglers fishing with one successful caught witnessed. The pathways around the lake were busy with dog walkers 
& families as was the playground. You have achieved quite a lot already – upgrading of safety equipment, fish 
stocking, refurbishment of the thrift shop & infrastructure of the building itself & the work completed on the grounds. 
The green areas were looking spectacular on the visit – mature trees, new saplings, wildflower meadows under 
trees & in open areas, verge cutting to one mower width, perennial shrubs & flowers. The work involved in returning 
the Bowling Green to its former glory is significant however when finished it will complete a perfect picture at the 
Pavilion. The potential for the site is immense & it is fantastic that you have your plans for the short, medium & long 
term. With each annual submission, keep us informed of progress. It was noted there was no signage for the lake 
within the village & any visitor stopping to visit Aughrim or have a coffee would have no idea how close they were to 
such an amazing amenity.

The lockdowns gave us all an appreciation of our local walks & in particular forest walks thus it is positive news that 
you have secured funding for upgrading of local forest walks, trails & the Sean Linehan walk. Once again, the lack 
of signage for visitors hampers easy access. Is there a local walking group you could coordinate with to develop a 
map of these local walks & trails? Your local Environmental Awareness Officer (EAO) should be able to assist you.

The plans for the Arklow to Shillelagh Greenway recreational trail that will include Aughrim along the route are long 
awaited, 15 years in fact. It is welcomed that a final route has been finalized with environmental & infrastructural 
technical documentation organized although the planning stage will take time. Do keep us updated in each year’s 
submission.

The All Ireland Pollinator Plan (AIPP) is your definitive guide when landscaping & refer to it at all times. 
https://biodiversityireland.ie/projects/all-ireland-pollinator-plan/

You have taken wise counsel by liaising with the local National Botanic Gardens on wildflower meadow formation & 
management. So many communities destroy an existing healthy habitat & introduce non-native invasive wildflowers 
while our native varieties are just waiting to flourish by being left alone to do what they do best – thrive. Your 
adjudicator was able to locate 2 of the indicated areas however the map was too vague to identify the others. Those 
meadows at the lake & the one near the 1798 monument were flourishing with wild grasses & flowers so well done.

It was encouraging to see that there was a focus on perennial planting with infills of annuals in the planters. Do refer 
to the All Ireland Pollinator Plan (AIPP) when considering all landscaping & planting schemes. While annuals look 
fabulous, they are less attractive to pollinators as they are not as nectar rich as perennials. Consider the planting at 
Tinnakilly Bridge from this perspective. 

Annual planting of trees is to be encouraged & the designation of National Tree Week offers groups the opportunity 
to highlight existing mature trees & endeavour to plant more. Well done on availing of the council’s native trees & 
planting them at the lake. There are a number of other initiatives – Trees on the Land (www.treesontheland.com) 
Easy Treesie (www.easytreesie.com) - focus on schools, & DC for Bees – fruit trees for the creation of mini 
orchards (www.hostinireland.com/dc-s-for-bees) A Tree Trail would complement nicely other trail ideas & your local 
EAO is a good point of contact. When surveying your trees do ascertain if any require Tree Protection Orders. Also 
it was noted that one of your Ash trees in the park appears to be stressed, do check if this is Ash Dieback & seek 
advice.

Well done on highlighting a specific red squirrel transit route & erecting signs that you note have resulted in reduced 
speed. 

The buddleia tree close to the Thrift Shop at the Pavilion, is the largest one ever seen by your adjudicator & should 
live up to its name as the Butterfly Bush as a magnet for pollinators, especially butterflies. An ideal opportunity for a 
survey by the school as the location is safe & accessible. There are a number of butterfly monitoring schemes, 
check out https://biodiversityireland.ie/monitoring/ 

The chance to involve school children in any biodiversity project should be grabbed with both hands. It was clear 
from visiting the school they are fully onboard with the AIPP – clover meadows, one mower cut to verges, wild 
garden, young saplings & mature trees, wonderful artworks of nature & perennial planting scheme.  We look forward 
to the results of their Citizen Science project with the Local Authority Waters programme. As the school is located so 
close to Tinnakilly Bridge, the River Aughrim can be safely accessed this is an ideal project. Many communities are 
conscious that they need to protect their local river ecosystems & have established River Trusts. 
www.catchments.ie The park located there alongside Tinnakilly Bridge is an oasis & it was bussing with bees & 
ringlet butterflies. A wonderful picnic spot. The seating there requires some maintenance. 

The plans for a multi sensory garden will compliment your overall strategy. Greystones Tidy Towns opened one this 
year & a visit would be worthwhile in addition to the research you completed on the visit to Delta Sensory Gardens 
in Carlow. Once again the AIPP will assist you.

Walks & talks are an engaging way to connect the local community & highlight what is on their doorstep. Groups like 
Birdwatch Ireland/ Bat Conservation/ Swift Conservation / Local ecologists hold information sessions & are well 
worth contacting.

It was disappointing to see the use of herbicides in some estates around tree bases, kerbing & paths. Perhaps an 
educational social media campaign could discourage the practice?

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:



speed. 

The buddleia tree close to the Thrift Shop at the Pavilion, is the largest one ever seen by your adjudicator & should 
live up to its name as the Butterfly Bush as a magnet for pollinators, especially butterflies. An ideal opportunity for a 
survey by the school as the location is safe & accessible. There are a number of butterfly monitoring schemes, 
check out https://biodiversityireland.ie/monitoring/ 

The chance to involve school children in any biodiversity project should be grabbed with both hands. It was clear 
from visiting the school they are fully onboard with the AIPP – clover meadows, one mower cut to verges, wild 
garden, young saplings & mature trees, wonderful artworks of nature & perennial planting scheme.  We look forward 
to the results of their Citizen Science project with the Local Authority Waters programme. As the school is located so 
close to Tinnakilly Bridge, the River Aughrim can be safely accessed this is an ideal project. Many communities are 
conscious that they need to protect their local river ecosystems & have established River Trusts. 
www.catchments.ie The park located there alongside Tinnakilly Bridge is an oasis & it was bussing with bees & 
ringlet butterflies. A wonderful picnic spot. The seating there requires some maintenance. 

The plans for a multi sensory garden will compliment your overall strategy. Greystones Tidy Towns opened one this 
year & a visit would be worthwhile in addition to the research you completed on the visit to Delta Sensory Gardens 
in Carlow. Once again the AIPP will assist you.

Walks & talks are an engaging way to connect the local community & highlight what is on their doorstep. Groups like 
Birdwatch Ireland/ Bat Conservation/ Swift Conservation / Local ecologists hold information sessions & are well 
worth contacting.

It was disappointing to see the use of herbicides in some estates around tree bases, kerbing & paths. Perhaps an 
educational social media campaign could discourage the practice?

Delighted to see you partake in An Taisce’s annual Spring Clean & have weekly designated litter picks. Are you 
participants in the Pure Mile Project? You will achieve a lot if you work with your local Tidy towns groups in adjoining 
localities to cover those areas in between. When an area is litter free the propensity for further widespread littering is 
significantly reduced. There was an active litter patrol in action at the lake on the day of the visit & unfortunately it 
was required judging by the number of cans etc in the meadows. Other areas within Aughrim village centre were 
litter free.

Great name for a junior litter pick “Saturday Sack Fillers” – how many are in the group & do they cover specific 
areas? 

Compliments to you all on the standard of the footpaths & kerb sides as they were weed free & all gutters & gulleys 
were clear of debris. This takes a significant amount of work & a regular maintenance program.

Locally produced food & products provide so many benefits to a community – seasonal produce, fresher foods, less 
waste, fewer food miles, keeps money in the local economy & better for the environment. How fortunate that the 
Pavilion has the capacity to host a successful weekly co-operative market. Do new food & craft producers get an 
opportunity to establish pop ups at the weekly market to test out their products?

Your adjudicator was very impressed with the presentation & array of items at the community run Thrift Shop. There 
was a great welcome & they use social media well to advertise their wares. This is a great local outlet for items that 
people no longer have a need for but the items still have more usage. Have you considered plans for a Repair 
Café? This could be run in conjunction with a Mens Shed & perhaps a bike repair shop.

The plans you have for sustainability show you understand the area & you will garner a lot more support once you 
engage the local community in your endeavours. Do seek out both local secondary & college students who have an 
interest in this area as they have the energy, ideas & drive to support you.

If as you plan to, you design & source Keep Cups, then before promoting it as a solo venture, look at Go Greener 
with Grangecon’s Choose to Reuse promotional campaign. There is no point in reinventing the wheel & this group is 
very willing to assist other groups.

As you have several businesses in the hospitality sector, it makes perfect sense to get them involved in the Green 
Hospitality program. It’s a win-win – they save money, resources & promote their image as a sustainable business. 
Keep yourselves informed of their savings if any do commence the program & include it in this section next year.

The ultimate in sustainability – existing stone water troughs as improvised flower beds – unique & theft proof! The 
bowling green seating of sectional rail tracks was a new one for this adjudicator & great to see the composite 
upcycled benches around the lake.

The sense of pride in the estates visited is not to be questioned & it was a delight to amble through a few & view 
their facades & gardens. 

Crochan View is fortunate to have so much green space & the planting of trees adjacent to the path softens the hard 
landscaping. The laneway from Crochan View to Our Lady’s Drive has great potential. The replacement of the 
broken wire fencing with an edible hedge would be both beneficial to wildlife & local residents.

Our Lady’s Drive residents evidently have green fingers based on the beautiful gardens & it was fantastic to see the 
green frontage left as a short cut meadow full of clover. 

Lourdes Crescent had a wonderful sweep of frontage with blooming perennial flowers & shrubs. Their entrance gate 
from the path way is a fine structure & again good to see a clover filled short cut meadow.

St Martin’s Drive has a charm & the green areas at the entrance were being maintained on the day of adjudication. 
There is clearly a garden aficionado living there & if you had them on board with your planting scheme you could 
declare yourselves the village garden of Ireland. The street has so much of interest on the left hand side – old 
pump, water feature & terraced “waterfalls”. Charming.

The panorama greeting the walker as they come down from Jim’s Way into the village is lovely – greenery covering 
walls, dry stone walls, granite gate posts, old well maintained gates, waymarkers, path side gardens, flowering 
perennials, cobbled drains & private gardens with wildflower sections. The graveled corner on the way up to Nursery 
Way has created a wee haven in a potentially underutilised corner.

Are there residents associations established in each of the estates? If not, there is an excellent handbook aimed at 
assisting in the setup & running of a group. It was not possible to locate it on Wicklow County Council’s website so 
here is another link https://www.sdcc.
ie/en/services/community/initiatives/handbook-for-local-residents-associations.html

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:



The sense of pride in the estates visited is not to be questioned & it was a delight to amble through a few & view 
their facades & gardens. 

Crochan View is fortunate to have so much green space & the planting of trees adjacent to the path softens the hard 
landscaping. The laneway from Crochan View to Our Lady’s Drive has great potential. The replacement of the 
broken wire fencing with an edible hedge would be both beneficial to wildlife & local residents.

Our Lady’s Drive residents evidently have green fingers based on the beautiful gardens & it was fantastic to see the 
green frontage left as a short cut meadow full of clover. 

Lourdes Crescent had a wonderful sweep of frontage with blooming perennial flowers & shrubs. Their entrance gate 
from the path way is a fine structure & again good to see a clover filled short cut meadow.

St Martin’s Drive has a charm & the green areas at the entrance were being maintained on the day of adjudication. 
There is clearly a garden aficionado living there & if you had them on board with your planting scheme you could 
declare yourselves the village garden of Ireland. The street has so much of interest on the left hand side – old 
pump, water feature & terraced “waterfalls”. Charming.

The panorama greeting the walker as they come down from Jim’s Way into the village is lovely – greenery covering 
walls, dry stone walls, granite gate posts, old well maintained gates, waymarkers, path side gardens, flowering 
perennials, cobbled drains & private gardens with wildflower sections. The graveled corner on the way up to Nursery 
Way has created a wee haven in a potentially underutilised corner.

Are there residents associations established in each of the estates? If not, there is an excellent handbook aimed at 
assisting in the setup & running of a group. It was not possible to locate it on Wicklow County Council’s website so 
here is another link https://www.sdcc.
ie/en/services/community/initiatives/handbook-for-local-residents-associations.html

It was a delight to see grass cutting of a verge meadow in action as one approached from Avoca. Do take before & 
after photos to show your work in this area. A few rural communities have created “trams” or haystacks of hay from 
the cut meadows – a visual treat for a short while & then used as animal fodder.

The road to Woodenbridge was well maintained & the residential linear area extends quite a stretch out this road. 
The road to Annacurra has wonderful mature trees & again verges were maintained with areas left for nature.

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

Well done on all the work you have completed since 2019 & your plans for the future. 

A few suggestions that may aid your submission next year. Firstly, please do refer to the updated Tidy Towns 
Handbook when completing the submission as there is much you are omitting to include & thus doing yourselves a 
disservice. Secondly, liaise with other local Tidy Towns groups in relation to the submission & how they approach 
the process. It is good to receive different views. Thirdly, when you are creating your map think about how a visitor 
who has never set foot in Aughrim would follow the map you supplied. There is a need for names, reference points 
i.e. buildings of note or monuments in order to orient & use a legend that is colour coded for the points of interest 
you wish your adjudicator to visit. Some communities provide a suggested walking route & this allows one to 
familiarize oneself with the area prior to exploring further. Finally, your 3-year action plan requires timelines in order 
to break down the work into short, medium & long-term projects. It is easy then for you to see if you are on track or 
need to make necessary adjustments.

Your plans are ambitious however as Indira Ganghi said “Have a bias toward action – let’s see something happen 
now. You can break that big plan into small steps and take the first step right away”.


